
AcademyOne 
Professional Services  

We take our commitments seriously, and nothing is more important to AcademyOne than the success of 
our clients.  Through our professional services, you get the people, processes and technology you need 
to achieve your goals and maximize your returns.  Our experts offer the industry-specific knowledge and 
experience to craft effective strategies and solutions that will drive performance, lower costs and generate 
value in higher education for many years to come.



Consulting
Our consultants leverage decades of insight and industry expertise to resolve your challenges and deliver award-winning 
software implementations.  We offer thought leadership, best practices and proven methodologies to strengthen your vision, 
facilitate coordination among your stakeholders and elevate the success of your projects.  Most importantly, our practiced 
understanding of the higher education landscape gives our team the ability to navigate a varied range of organizational 
structures, as well as the competing priorities and complex circumstances found within.

Custom Development
Whether customizing our pre-built solutions or building one entirely from scratch, AcademyOne is dedicated to meeting your 
most unique need.  Our experts can assist with:

• Portals and Applications • Workflow Applications • Reporting and Analytics • Cloud Migration

• Mobile Applications • Systems Integration • Database Optimization • Social Media Adoption

AcademyOne has developed tailored solutions for statewide education systems as well as multi-campus and individual 
institutions.  From design to deployment and beyond, our accomplished team follows a structured, agile approach that allows us 
to gather feedback and meter change along the project path for a truly optimized software solution.  

Systems Integration
Our systems integration practice employs loosely coupled web services to simplify the access, exchange and synchronization of 
data across your various software solutions and student information systems.  Integration maximizes the value of your previous 
and future IT investments by enabling the reuse of services across systems, expanding – if not exposing – functionality and 
motivating user adoption when new applications and services are introduced.

Data Management
Data mapping and alignment across complex systems is a challenge we can help with.  We are experts at large-scale data 
collection projects and offer proven cleansing methods to transform your information not only into standardized, reusable 
forms but also into strategic assets for your organization.  Our comprehensive academic data management services ensure the 
highest degree of data quality, integrity and consistency across all our projects so you always have access to reliable, trustworthy 
information.

Cloud Computing
We utilize cloud services to build robust, modern architectures that scale on-demand.  Cloud computing improves reliability, 
lowers costs, requires no additional hardware or software and reduces the risk of losing access in the event of a power outage or 
natural disaster. You can rest easier and better allocate your resources by leaving the application and infrastructure administration 
duties to our experts.  Best of all, cloud computing facilitates a rapid return on investment for our clients.

In higher education, it’s rare to find a one-size-fits-all solution.  Let us tailor one that’s right for you.  For more information, contact 
an AcademyOne representative at 888-434-2150 or email us at info@academyone.com.
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AcademyOne is a consulting and software development firm working in the higher education sphere. We deliver industry-leading 
solutions to states and institutions who wish to improve student retention and degree completion rates, especially among the 
growing population of nontraditional learners.

To learn more, please visit www.academyone.com
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